PRESS RELEASE

BSF JANBAZ TEAM CREATES HISTORY BY SETTING TWO MORE RECORDS IN ONE DAY

In continuation of making new records, BSF Janbaz team again created history by setting two more records in a single day. The first record, in event of “Back Riding on 350 CC Royal Enfield (Solo event)”, was set by Janbaz Constable Ravinder Minde. He started for his record at 0645 hrs at 25 Bn BSF Chhawla Camp New Delhi by standing on the seat and facing backwards (rider facing opposite to the direction of motion of motorcycle). Constable Ravinder Minde continuously drove his motorcycle for 04 hrs 17 min and covered a distance of 106.1 Kms. For making record, requirement was to drive for 02 Kms only. There was not any entry in history books for this event. This is a fresh record which has been made today by Constable Ravinder Minde. He is a member of team since last 3 years.

2. The second event of the day which registered in records was “Standing on seat riding”. The event was performed by Janbaz Inspector Ashish Bhargava who started his event at 1123 hrs. He drove and continued his event by standing on seat and facing front i.e. in the direction of motion of vehicle and broke the earlier record of Indian army which was of 75.2 Km in 2 hrs 24 min and 12 secs, by covering 80.5 Km, in 2 hrs 21 min 16 secs. Inspector Ashish Bhargava is in BSF Janbaz Team since last 5 years.

3. The resolve of a Borderman to face challenges of guarding Nation’s boundary in difficult geographical conditions and eagerness to stand tall to the expectations are replicated into the Janbaz, BSF Motorcycle Trick Riders Team. Hard work and dedication of Janbaz team have paid them in the form of new records.

4. The BSF Janbaz team which came into existence in year 1990. Since then they are practicing for various events and stunts at Central School of Motor Transports, BSF Academy, Tekanpur, Gwalior under the able guidance of Commandant CSMT. Since last 28 Years the team is performing for spectacular events and also on Rajpath during Republic day parade. The team is in process of making these records under the directions and supervision of training in charge of the institute Shri Satish Kumar Mishra, Second in Command, CSMT. These records will be registered in Limca Book of records.

5. Inspector Awadhesh Kumar Singh is team leader of this Janbaz Team since 2015. The same Janbaz team performed on Rajpath during Republic day parade-2015 and was very much appreciated by then Chief guest Honourable Barak Obama, President of America with “Thumbs up”.
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6. Today, both the events were witnessed by a huge crowd of BSF and senior officers of other organizations. Spectators were amazed after seeing adventurous events which seems to impossible for a common man with the making of records, the DG BSF and other senior officers, appreciated the efforts and encouraged team to do wonders in future also.
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